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Intelsius Label Guide 

The Intelsius label sheet is a convenient way of ensuring that all the necessary 

labels are provided to you for shipment.  You may not need to label your shipment 

with all of the labels to be compliant.  This guide is designed to give you basic 

instructions of when to apply each label.  DGP Intelsius is not liable for the 

refusal/delay of any shipment for incorrectly labelled systems when using this 

guide.  It is the responsibility of the consignor/sender to ensure that all packagings 

are prepared and labelled correctly.  Should you require further advice please 

contact your Dangerous Goods Safety Advisor (DGSA). 

Security Seal 

 

 
Use this when shipping to a destination where you want a 
tamper evident seal. 
 
If the box has one tuck in tab apply this label to the tuck in 
tab and the lid of the box.  
If the box has two tuck in tabs apply this label between the 
two tuck in tabs and the lid of the box.  
If the box has a ‘four flap’ closure apply over where these 
flaps meet. 
 

 

 
 

 
Overpack Label 

 

 
If you are using the outer packagings as a temperature 
controlled overpack for a complete Category A or Category 
B system apply this sticker to the box, as well as the 
corresponding UN3373 or Class 6.2 labels.  
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Class 9 Label Set 

 

 
When shipping using Dry Ice: 
 
Apply the Class 9 label to the front of the box set at 45° so 
that the label appears as a diamond and the 9 is in the 
lowest point of this diamond.   
Apply the ‘DRY ICE AS COOLANT’ Label near the Class 9 
label.  
Apply the UN1845 label near the Class 9 label.  Fill in the 
blank part of the label with the weight of dry ice in kg. 
 

 
 

 
 
UN3373 Label Set 

 

 
If you are shipping materials which are classified as UN3373 
Biological Substance, Category B: 
 
Apply this label to the front of the box set at 45° so that the 
label appears as a diamond and UN3373 is horizontal. 
Apply the “Biological Substance, Category B” label adjacent 
to the UN3373 diamond. 
 
Some airlines insist on Category B materials to be consigned 
in Category A packaging.  Check with your carrier or DGSA 
before shipment. 
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Class 6.2 Label Set 

 

 
If you are shipping materials which are classified as UN2814 
Infectious Substance, Affecting Humans or UN2900 
Infectious Substance, Affecting Animals:  
 
Apply this label to the front of the box set at 45° so that the 
label appears as a diamond and the 6 is in the lowest point 
of this diamond. 
 
Complete the Proper Shipping Name, UN Number, NETT 
QTY, NAME & TELEPHONE NUMBER OF RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON information on the front of the box. 
 
If you are applying this label to a box pre-printed with 
UN3373 markings ensure that you cover the UN3373 
marking with the Class 6.2 label and cover the wording 
“Biological Substance, Category B” with the sticker that 
states If Required, Apply over text “Biological Substance, 
Category B”  
 
These systems must be packed in accordance with the 
certificate this packaging carries.  
 
You can only label the box with this sticker if the system is 
printed with a UN certification like the one below 

 
 
or you are using the system as an overpack for a complete 
Category A compliant system. 
 
If you are shipping Category A materials and the packaging 
does not carry a UN marking contact your local Intelsius 
office for sales advice of which systems are suitable for your 
needs. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 


